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The paper discusses a mathematical model of dengue transmission. We assume that to control the
spreading of the disease in human population we give vaccination to newborn human population
and introduce wolbachia-infected mosquitoes into the wild mosquitoes population. The presence of
wolbachia is assumed to be able to reduce the life expectancy of the mosquitoes and the biting
rate due to the damage of their proboscis. The optimal control for the interventions are obtained
via the Pontryagin Maximum Principle. Some numerical examples are explored, and the result
indicates that the effect of the optimal control into the reduction of infected human population is
critically influenced by both epidemiological parameters, such as the level of the contagiousness
of the wolbachia infection, as well as economics factors, such as the cost of the implementation
of the intervention program. It also reveals that if wolbachia disease is difficult to transmit among
the mosquitoes, introducing too many wolbachia-infected mosquitoes into the wild could be counter
productive.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently many scientists have made a scientific specula-
tion that an introduction of bacteria from the genus wol-
bachia into the responsible vector mosquitoes may reduce
the transmission of dengue disease.1�2 They argue that wol-
bachia infection in mosquitoes reduces the biting rate of
the mosquitoes, such as dengue fever mosquitoe Aedes
aegypti, by destroying the mosquitoes proboscis so that it
is difficult for them to penetrate human skin. The infection
also reduces the life span of the mosquitoes.3 Although
the introduction of wolbachia is prospective in eliminat-
ing dengue, however so far there is still limited references
dealing with the effect of the introduction of wolbachia
on the spread of dengue in human population. This paper
is aimed as an attempt to fill this gap via mathemati-
cal modeling. In this paper we discuss an optimal control
problem based on previously published model4 to com-
bine wolbachia introduction and vaccination to newborn
human population, reflecting a multi-agent control in the
population.
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider the following system of differential equations
as a dengue transmission mathematical model4

dHS

dt
= �1−u1�QS −�SHSMDS −�WHSMDW −�HHS

(1)

dHD

dt
= ��SMDS +�WMDW�HS −�HHD −�HHD (2)

dHR

dt
= �HD −�HHD +u1Qs (3)

dMS

dt
= RS −�MSMW −�SMSHD −	SMS (4)

dMW

dt
= u2Rs +�MSMW −�WMWHD −	WMW (5)

dMDS

dt
= �SMSHD −	DSMDS (6)

dMDW

dt
= �WMWHD −	DWMDW (7)

The model describes the transmission of dengue disease in
human and mosquitoes as presented in an earlier work,4
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